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QUESTION 1

A client wants customers to be able to select a laptop category from a drop-down list in the Product Configuration
section. After the laptop category is selected, all laptops within that category need to be displayed without the user
having to do 

any more selections. 

Which option meets this requirement? 

A. Formula Administration 

B. Util library function 

C. Commerce library function 

D. Auto Update 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

When configuration a product, which pricing is applied last on a given item (part) after it is added to a valid
configuration? 

A. Attribute value pricing 

B. List price from the PriceBook 

C. Base Price from the parts database 

D. Recommend Item Pricing 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

How can information that is stored in a part field be shown in the line item grid column in Commerce? 

A. by adding a column to Commerce Layout Editor 

B. by adding a column to the Line Item Details layout in the Commerce Layout Editor 

C. by adding a column and mapping it to the field in the line item grid in Commerce Layout Editor 

D. by adding a field to the part database 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

A use case requires displaying 250 rows of data to a user and allowing the user to interact with the data in a mobile
interface. What is the Oracle-recommended method for displaying an interactive 250-row data set in a Configurator? 

A. Split the data into two array sets and use logic to show the relevant set of data. 

B. Use an HTML attribute to display the data and use JavaScript to create interactivity. 

C. Use an array set to show this data. 

D. You do not have a good option because 250 rows are too much to display on the screen of a Configurator. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

The Related Parts data table exists in the QA environment and in the production environment. The table has 3,000
records in the QA environment and 4,000 records in the production environment. How many records will be present in
the data table in the production environment if this table is migrated from the QA environment? 

A. 7,000 

B. 3,000 

C. 4,000 

D. 1,000 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Along with Part Number, Quantity, and Price, you also want to send additional recommended item details from
Configuration to Commerce by using a Recommended Item rule. Which two options enable you to achieve this?
(Choose two.) 

A. Use the Comment field to pass additional details. 

B. Pass the additional details by storing them in a Price Book. 

C. This is not feasible. Only Part Number, Quantity, and Price can be passed from Config to Commerce by using
Recommended Item rules. 

D. Concatenate the additional details to Part Number. 

E. Use BOM Mapping rules. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 7
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What is the best method for restricting users from removing line items that are added to the configuration through a
Recommended Item rule? 

A. Write a Constraint rule to throw a runtime error on the Delete Action event. 

B. Add an Advanced Validation rule on Delete Main Doc Action. 

C. Ensure that all the parts are coming from a "mandatory" Recommended item rule. 

D. Use CSS to hide the check box on Line Grid. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

An administrator tries to change the document views on an attribute from a participant profile on a given step. But the
attribute is not listed in the list of attributes that are available for editing. What are two reasons for this behavior?
(Choose two.) 

A. The attribute is being referenced in an active Hiding rule. 

B. The attribute is not added to the layout. 

C. The attribute is hidden on the Attribute Details page. 

D. The attribute is a system attribute. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 9

After saving content to the Content library, you check the Content library Tree and find that the new content is missing.
What would be your immediate action? 

A. Close, refresh dynamic sources, and re-open the Dynamic Data window. 

B. Close and re-open the Content Library Tree. 

C. Deploy Commerce. 

D. Deploy Config and Commerce. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 10

A user tries to upload the following Parts file from the ExampleParts_Testsite\\'s.zip ZIP file by using FTP:
ExampleParts_Testsite\\'s.csv. What causes the Parts upload to fail based on the file name? 

A. The file name exceeds character limits. 

B. CSV files are not valid file extensions that can be uploaded by using FTP. 

C. The "_" used in the file name is invalid. 

D. The apostrophe used in the file name is invalid. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Identify two options to which transactions can be forwarded using forwarding rules. (Choose two.) 

A. any of the users who are part of the Approval group 

B. user groups 

C. users 

D. any email address registered in the CPQ Cloud system 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 12

A multi-select attribute with five options is displayed as check boxes. Depending on the conditions, the Configurator
should show a user three of these five options. How do you accomplish this? 

A. by writing a Constraint rule 

B. by writing a Hiding rule 

C. by writing a Recommendation rule 

D. by writing a Pricing rule 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Identify two reasons why some or all transaction in a particular step are hidden for a user in Transaction Manager. 
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A. The step has an auto-forwarding rule, which did not return the user or one of his groups and all participant profiles do
not have other permission methods selected. 

B. All participant profiles of this step have group access defined and the "Performer Step" set, and the user did not
perform an action on the hidden transactions in other steps. 

C. There is no valid participant profile for this user with hidden transactions. 

D. The user has the RestrictedAccess user type. 

E. A hiding rule was defined in commerce rules. 

F. The participant profile that is valid for this user has the Document Views tab, the Document Views panel, and the
"Entire Document" = "hide" setting. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 14

Which is the correct procedure for adding multiple files to File Manager in a single step? 

A. Click File Manager on the Admin home page, click the Browse button next to "Browse for ZIP File", identify the zip file
to upload, and click the Add/Update Files button. 

B. Click File Manager on the Admin home page, select the folder, where you want to store the new files, click the
Browse button next to "Browse for ZIP File:", identify the zip file to upload, and click the Add File button. 

C. Click File Manager on the Admin home page, select the folder where you want to store the new files, click the Browse
button next to "Browse for ZIP File:", identify the zip file to upload, and click the Add/Update Files button. 

D. Click File Manager on the Admin home page, select the folder, where you want to store the new files, click the
Browse button next to "Browse for ZIP File:", and click the Add/Update Files button. 

E. Click File Manager on the Admin home page, select the folder, where you want to store the new files, click the
Browse button next to "Browse for ZIP File:", identify the zip file to upload, and click the Add File button. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Your customer has a Configurator on a site with two Commerce processes. Which two options allow you to control in
which Commerce process a new transaction will be created when starting from the Configurator? 

A. Populate the Target Commerce Process field with configuration recommended item rules. 

B. For one invocation action, define two different invocation rules with condition BML functions. 

C. For each Commerce process, create a "Create transaction" button by generating an invocation action. 

D. Assign a user or a user group to the Commerce process action permissions. 

Correct Answer: B 
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